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About This Game

Project Aftermath is the PAX10 winning Arcade RTS where you command up to four squads of soldiers in exciting battles in a
retro-futuristic world. Equip your squads to suit your playing style, researching new items using the spoils of war; choosing from

over 100 different weapons, armour, power-up augmentations and spell-like special attacks.

Engage in hectic massed battles against hordes of enemies. Capture strategic locations, rescue hostages and slaughter
indiscriminately! Explore the landscape to locate hidden treasures and uncover the secrets of both your enemy and the

mysterious planet you find yourselves on. Replay missions using fewer soldiers and items to earn greater rewards.

Action, mystery, hideous manmachine hybrids; Project Aftermath has it all.

Join the fight!

Experience 10 missions of fast-paced action on a mysterious alien world.
20 Challenge missions to test your skills to the limit
Command up to 4 Heroes and see them become more powerful as they gain experience.
Classless Heroes mean that you can equip your squad your way, using over 100 different items in 1000s of
combinations.
In-game tactical deployment. Create turrets, deploy grunt-hunting drones, call for backup, request equipment changes
mid-mission and more...
You decide how tough a mission is. Over or under equip your Heroes to blast your way through or to challenge the
online high score tables.
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Collect Honours for exceptional skill in battle.
Unlock all the Steam Achievements.
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For an RPG-Maker game this is pretty good overall, especially for the price of under a buck when on sale. The setting is fairly
unique in that it's sci-fi in space, rare for RPG-M games. Furthermore, the Galactic Foxian Empire you're a part of, is
bloodthirsty and warlike, and the game treats this as normal. Kimi, who you play as, even gets in on it and is excited to invade
natives on their own planet for her first mission. Once the war gets going if you talk to a certain npc they will tell you as part of
the war effort they are looking to conquer more natives of different planets to put them to work farming and such. In other
words turn them into slaves. The idea of stuff like this just isn't seen very often in games, let alone spoken of so casually. I do
wish this kind of stuff was expanded upon.

Pros:
+ A fun, interesting story with twists that will keep you hooked until the end.
+ Will take you about 5-6 hours to beat if you talk with everyone you can and interact with everything you can. Not bad for
under a buck.
+ A lot of interactables, and they usually change as the story progresses.
+ You get choices, and sometimes those choices are simply inactions, that slightly change dialogue and things that happen.
+ An ending that no matter what you do is not "happy". Rare to see in any game.
+ Combat is challenging and forces you to take advantage of stuns, and to know the basics of turn based combat. There's even
ship combat.
+ Free DLC that is short but fun.
+ can get paid to let a guy stroke your tail.

Cons:
- The story isn't as fleshed out as it should be. There are various plot happenings that you have to infer yourself why they
happened. Other plot points aren't explained at all with nothing to help you with an answer.
- A lot of grammatical and spelling errors, but this is the norm for RPG-M games.
- Once you understand it, combat is rather simple. It stops becoming challenging once you get stun bomb. The only ailment you
can inflict is stun or defense down (besides ship combat). Limited number combat abilities. Draw Fire is useless. Enemies also
have limited abilities. To be fair the game is more about the story and characters.
- Items are mostly useless as I almost never used them.

The game is worth it, and I really hope we see a sequel.. Complete garbage game. Kids under 8 may enjoy the play. Repetitive
within 3 mins.
Do not waste your money on this game that was free years ago, and has been repackaged to take advantage of steam.. useless
animal pack. Looks pretty decent and has some interesting concepts but after a while it starts to feel like you're playing against a
random number generator rather than using skill. I can honestly say I preferred TY #1 overall compared to this however this
game is absolutely beautiful and incredibly fun. Thoroughly enjoyable from start to finish and always sad to find out you've
completed the game.

I'll be forever glad I discovered these games on Steam. Shame I didn't get to play as a kid but better late than never!

Highly recommend.
9\/10. Such a great game.. RUSSIANS BAD

AMERICANS GOOD

AMERICANS SHOOT RUSSIANS

HELL YEAH\/10. BIG CITY LIFE. ME TRY FI GET BY. Overpriced DLC adds an overpriced entertainment\/tourist building
that is basically just an ornate dolphin tank ($18,000, more than a power plant). The single mission it adds is also a miserable
experience, including a side-mission that, if you fail, permanently removes one of your dynasty members.. IT looks great and
plays ok..the combos are sluggish and do not do enough to be considered combos. It is way too repetative and boring once you
get past the flashy facade. DO not waste your money
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it looks like a fun game, but it is to hectic for me. fast pased game, catchy music, smooth controls, cartoony graphics and at a
good price
thats what we need support this person by buying it. Not the best Mahjong game I have played, but it will do. Ok little time
waster.. Little fun passtime, well worth it's cost.. WARNING: THIS REVIEW WILL SPEAK HIGHLY OF A MODERN
SONIC GAME. ANY HARM THAT DOES TO A READER'S EMOTIONAL STATE IS NOT MY RESPONSIBILITY.
READER'S DISCRETION ADVISED.

Team Sonic Racing is a phenomenal video game, and a love letter to long-time sonic fans. (Long time could even mean as late as
early-to-mid 2000's) I don't understand why some people may think this game is just a horrid, awful experience. I don't
normally review games, but this game I have to be honest about cause there seems to be some sort of a bias against it. This is the
kind of a Sonic racing experience I've longed for since childhood. A wonderful combination of the feeling of boosting through a
level of Sonic Generations nonstop and playing a kart racer with friends, even with those "friends" are AI. This Sonic game is
great as a Sonic racer, and is not a SEGA ALL STARS game nor does it advertise as one, so don't expect one when playing it.

Pros:
-Most characters ever playable in a modern Sonic game
-Comfortable speed settings
-Well programmed AI (can't say that about the post-race demos.)
-Large but not overwhelming amount of customization options
-Unique and optional team mechanic that isn't intrusive on races
-Imaginative stages with amazing remixed music and a couple originals, colorful set designs where nothing feels out of place in
this interpretation of a Sonic world.
-Funny, cheesy, dumb and ridiculous character interactions that perfectly characterize the modern cast with a matching voice
cast, a breath of fresh air after...Forces. Eugh. (Omochao made me laugh for real and not at him. That's an accomplishment.)
-Every race feels satisfying when it is over.

Cons:
-Some pieces of stages recycled from Sega all stars racing. To some that may feel either lazy or repetitive.
-Odd online system
-Some lighting features and effects are either too bright or straight up glitch out a little. Notable examples being the default
LED color on Silver's car and the sunlight in the oasis area of Sand Road. Same with some car shines.
-Some online connectivity issues on occasion
-DENUVO*

*About the denuvo thing. Honestly, SEGA won't stop putting it in their games unless it becomes a problem for THEM. That's
not really this game's fault and isn't a good reason to speak lower of it. Sonic mania (was it the first?) had Denuvo and was the
highest rated sonic game in recent times. No one likes denuvo and it's pretty much a borderline virus, but if they didn't have a
DRM of some kind it'd look unprofessional, and denuvo is just easy to throw in lazily.

-Zavok

There are some issues, that to me don't mean much but understandably mean a lot more to others. Despite those is a solid and
fun experience, a perfect summer game, and a perfect interpretation of a Sonic "kart racer" that we needed. A buy worthwhile
to fans of either Sonic or racing games.. I cannot believe I actually paid for this game. I don't know what got into me, I didn't
read the reviews. The one time I don't read them, I fall for the pretty face of this game. I thought it looked amazing, and
sounded really cool. It took me less than 20 minutes to finish. Like others have said, it's one-hit combat and there's so much
dead, untextured space. What the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 did I just play?. Honoka best girl
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